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Fan Mountains

The fabulous Fan Mountains are famous for the pristine beauty 
of their nature and the diversity of flora and fauna presented 
there. Hundreds of startling peaks of Turkestan and Hissor 
mountain ridges (southwest of Pamir-Alay) make the 
phenomenal beauty of Fan Mountains. More than ten peaks 
reach the height of 5000 meters having their walls fluctuating 
at the height for up to 1800 meters. These peaks incorporate 
the Peak of Bodhona (5138 m.), Peak of Energiya (5105 m.), 
Peak of Zamok (5070 m.) and Chapdara (5050 m.). The highest 
peak in the region is the Peak of Chimtarga (5487 m.). 
Originated from the snowy fields of these miraculous peaks, 
30 different azure lakes are located in Fan Mountains area
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Iskandar-Qul (Alexander’s Lake)
The heart of Fan Mountains, the treasure of Tyan-Shan, ascenic 
Isqandar-Qul lake is one of the most beautiful lakes in Tajikistan. 
Having emerald green and blue color, the water of Isqandar-Qul 
Lake is cold, however, it is warm enough for swimming in some 
parts that are close to the shore or covered bays, especially in 
summertime. The lake is surrounded by snowy peaks. A 
fast-flouring Iskander-darya river flows from the lake, forming 
a marvelous and gorgeous waterfall, so-called the «Fan Niagara» 
that falls from the height of 38 meters. A number of legends are 
linked to this lake. According to one of the legends, while passing 
through the Fan Mountains with his army Alexander the Great 
lost his horse Bucefal, which supposedly sank in the lake. The 
lake was then named after Alexander, whose name is spelled in
Persian as «Iskander».
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National parks and reserves 

Marguzor Lake (Haftkul)

Marguzor lake (haftkul)- a cascade of two mountain lakes 
Haftkul Valley, in Panjakent, all these lakes have different 
colors Mineral substances dissolved in water, give it a very 
beautiful shades. First- lake Mijgon-dark blue, for the most part 
of the surface with transparent greenish coastal strip. Second- 
lake Hushyor, so named cease of the presence in the coastal 
zone of poisonous snakes. Third- lake Soya-dark turquoise.
Fourth-lake Nofin – turquoise. Fifth- Hurdak tiny lake, in the 
farm of a spill on the river Kholonichiston. Sixth- Marguzor lake, 
the biggest of reddish color and in same places at the red. 
According to local residents, it redden son Thursdays. Seventh 
lake- Hazorchashma, formed by spring and small streams, it also 
fall the river Hissor, the last lake is located on the highest paint 
Ashing valley. It is the 7th lake is considered the source of these 
lakes, which in translation «Hazorchashma» means thousand 
sources.
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Shyrkent historical & natural park

The Shyrkent park is located on the Shyrkent river valley, close 
to Tursun-Zade town. This park is mostly famous for three 
differently aged sites with the fossils and footprints of dinosaurs. 
Other notable sights of the park include the archaeological 
monuments dated back to the Stone Age and Medieval era
(including the camps and necropolises of prehistoric people).
The fauna of the region is very diverse with mountain leopards, 
bears, beechmartens, weasels and wild goats inhabiting the area. 
Some of the endangered bird and insect species found in the 
region were included to the «Red Book» (including a griffon-
vulture, Turkestan saker,  an orange-headed falcon,
parnasius and machaon butterflies and other). The ravine is very 
attractive for those who enjoy mountain tourism and alpinism.
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Chiluchorchashma

National parks and reserves 

Chiluchorchashma (forty four springs)- is the name of the 
lake, located 12 kilometers from the village Shahrituz, very 
famous all around Tajikistan. Here,  right at the food of a mall 
hill in the middle of a hot desert and beat the ground from 
under, the five major water sources, splitting in to 39 small 
springs. All sources merge to from 12-13 meters vide channel 
in which is found a large number of fish.
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Sari Khosor Valley

Sari Khosor valley is located in the Vakhsh mountain range 
alongside the Surhob River at the altitude of 1200-1600
meters above the sea level. This place is one of the most beautiful
sites in Tajikistan. A group of villages including Sari Khosor
with Shahidon administrative center were established as
part of the B aljuvan district of Khatlon region in 1996. There
are unique historical and cultural monuments left at the
place helping to draw the whole picture about the lifestyle,
traditions and culture of the people at that region.
The landscape of Sari Khosor is known for its complexity and
beauty, two features that make it different from other places in
the country. Sari Khosor landscape comprises low mountains,
slopes and high mountains. Most of the land consists of midsized
mountains with the average altitude of 1200 - 1300 above
the sea level. The hydrography of the region incorporates Suhrob,
Tyra, Obi Mazor, Shurobdaryo, and Sharsharai Pushti Bog rivers.
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The «Childukhtaron» valley

One of the most ancient sites in the country, the valley is 
located on the south of Tajikistan Childukhtaron Valley literally 
stands for «The Valley of Forty girls». According to the legend, 
when the invaders came to the valley with the intention to 
enslave local girls, the girls who lived in the valley prayed to 
God so that he turns them into stone. This is how the 40 giant 
boulders were formed. Ever since, every spring local people 
ornate the boulders with flowers and ribbons. There also are 
plenty of petroglyphs with a variety of stone carving art pieces 
including the scenes of daily life or hunting. Childukhtaron 
Valley is famous for its legends and beautiful sceneries that 
attract tourists from around the world.
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«Dashti Jum» state Natural Reserve

The state natural reserve «Dashti Jum» was established by
order of the government of Tajik Soviet State in 1983. Located
on the southern slope of Darvoz mountain ridge, the total
area of the reserve constitutes 19.7 hectares. The reserve was
established with a primary purpose to preserve the endangered
species of Markhor wild goats and Central Asian mouflons (wild
rams) from extinction. Shurabad mountain range incorporates
beautiful hills and rocky mountains. The most distinguishing
feature of the place is the diversity of flora and fauna, as well as
unique landscapes. The reserve also serves as the habitat for wild
markhor goats that are rarely found in nature.
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«Zorqul» natural Reserve

Established in 2002, «Zorqul» is the only reservation area in 
Pamir region. Taking into account its geographical location, 
«Zoqul» reservation area pertains to the Central Asian region 
encompassing the vicinity of Zorqul lake located in Pamir. The 
lake serves as the border with Afghanistan, the area known as 

Within the boundaries of the reservation area there are three
relatively small lakes named as Chakankuli that are stretched
along the gorges of the Wakhan mountain range. Uphill area
(till the Peak of Soglasiya, 6000 km) of the gorge also belong
to the reservation vicinity

Afghan Badakhshan.
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Sarez Lake

There are around 1450 lakes concentrated across Tajikistan 
some of which are located at the altitude of more than 4000 
meters above the sea level. Sarez lake is one of the most 
beautiful and mysterious lakes of Tajikistan. This pearl of Pamir 
mountains is also called the «Slumbering Dragon». A massive 
earthquake occurred in this region in winter of 1911 shutting 
Bartang (Murghab) river’s stream. The logjam formed due to 
earthquake’s aftermath was named Usoyskiy. The Usoy village 
was buried under the huge piles of fallen rocks. This landslide 
gave the base for forming a new lake that had later flooded
the Sarezskiy village in October 1911 giving the lake its familiar 
name. Sarez Lake is stretched for almost 60 kilometers while 
the deepness of its waters is approximately equal to 500 meters.
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Pamir – the «Rooftop of the World»

Pamir is a vast mountainous region in the middle of Asia located
at the intersection of world’s greatest mountain ranges such
as Tyan-Shan, Hindukush, Kunlin and Karakorum. Translated
from Farsi, the word «Pamir» stands for the «Rooftop of the
World». Pamir is the birthplace of the highest peaks in the CIS
area including the Peak of Ismoili Somoni (formerly known as
the Peak of Communism, 7495 m.) and the Peak of Eugeniya
Korzhenevskaya (7105 m.)
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